


"FIREWORKS DISPLAY ARE AMAZING  
FOR YOUNG AND OLD ALIKE.           
THE « PETIT PRINCE » FROM  ANTOINE 
DE SAINT EXUPÉRY  WOULD NOT 
HAVE DENIED".

Stars sparkling, special effects and music create an alchemy 
that becomes a fireworks display after sunset.

"LA BELLE BLEUE" watch was create to honor the pyrotechnics 
arts which illustrate this perfect precision and synchronization.

Imagined in Switzerland in a well known watchmaking firm, 
made in France in the capital of French watchmakers,                    
"LA BELLE BLEUE", with its Murano aventurine watch dial            
(Venice-Italy) is a wink to the RUGGIERI brothers who were the 
first to make fireworks at the Cour de VERSAILLES (Paris) in the 
18th century.

The history of LA BELLE BLEUE is written and illustrate in a small 
watchmaking booklet that will make young and old alike 
dreamy.

Let the magic happen!

Gerard Bocage
Président





LA BELLE BLEUE, ELEGANCE AND                 
PERFECTION

The BELLE BLEUE is a luxury watch for men and women,                           
produced in a limited series of just 175. These watches are                        
individually numbered, with the chance for you to choose a 
personal number between 10 and 150, depending on                           
availability. The other numbers have been pre-reserved by                  
collectors.



A UNIQUE LUXURY MECHANICAL 
WATCH

The creation of the Belle Bleue arose from a meeting between 
Gérard Bocage, a collector of modern luxury watches and a 
fireworks firer, and Philippe Lebru, the watch designer and       
creator of the UTINAM brand.

Apart from his large-scale clocks, Philippe Lebru - based in the 
heart of Besançon, the city of watchmaking precision - is also a 
designer and promoter of beautiful luxury watches for women 
and men, Made in France.

Always working to fast-moving schedules in his professional life, 
Gérard Bocage wanted to bring about the creation of a luxury 
mechanical watch.

In this, he aims to give meaning to passing time. By taking                    
advantage of every passing second, each watch will hold its                
charisma from yesterday to tomorrow and beyond.



THE WATCHMAKER WHO DREAMED 
OF MASTERING TIME

When Gérard Bocage explained his project to Philippe Lebru, 
the high specification was a challenge for the watchmaker: a 
luxury watch for men and women, neither round nor sharply 
angled, showing elegance and audacity, originality and                     
perfection, whilst capturing the themes of the galaxy, the                  
planets, a starry sky and the world of fireworks.

Several months of discussions were needed for Philippe Lebru to 
bring together the aesthetic, technical and material settings to 
create La Belle Bleue. The dial is in aventurine, a rare material 
that blends Murano glass and copper glitter, to create sparkle 
and depth.



AN OUTSTANDING MECHANICAL         
MOVEMENT

Its case is a shaped piece, with curved sapphire crystal at four 
hours, 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock. The automatic mechanical                          
movement is closed by four visible screws reminiscent of four 
legs, inspiration for the name of the “Quadripod” collection of 
which La Belle Bleue is part.

La Belle Bleue captures a fleeting sky to place it in a                                
temporality, a wonder nourished by childhood memories that 
are engraved in the future.



WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF 
OWNERSHIP

BOCAGE PREMIUM CREATIONS is proud to merge blockchain 
technology with the luxury industry to bring you tangible, 
unique and rare treasures, backed and certified by digital                  
collectible certificates.

Collectors can buy, sell, and trade with confidence, using                       
digital trading certificates, called NFTs.

Each NFT is linked to an individual, tangible and collectible rare 
watch, La Belle Bleue, which means that each watch is certified 
as authentic and unique. NFTs can never be altered or                          
counterfeited.





ONLY 175 AVAILABLE

LABELLEBLEUE.COM

24, Rue Louis Braille TOURS 37000 France  .  +33 2 47 80 48 92  .  contact@labellebleue.com


